
 

CITY OF CARMEL-BY-THE-SEA
CITY COUNCIL AGENDA

 

Mayor Dave Potter, Council Members Jeff Baron, 
Jan Reimers, Bobby Richards, and Carrie Theis

Contact: 831.620.2000 www.ci.carmel.ca.us

 All meetings are held in the City Council Chambers
East Side of Monte Verde Street
Between Ocean and 7th Avenues

CITY COUNCIL SPECIAL MEETING
Monday, June 1, 2020

4:30 PM

Governor Newsom’s Executive Order N-29-20 has allowed local legislative bodies to
hold public meetings via teleconference and to make public meetings accessible
telephonically or otherwise electronically to all members of the public seeking to

observe and to address the local legislative body. Also, see the Order by the Monterey
County Public Health Officer issued March 17, 2020. The health and well-being of our
residents is the top priority for the City of Carmel-by-the-Sea. To that end, this meeting

will be held via teleconference and web-streamed on the City’s website ONLY.

To attend via Teleconference; Dial in number 1-708-733-5793 PIN: 334 040 871#

The public can also email comments to cityclerk@ci.carmel.ca.us. Comments must be
received 2 hours before the meeting in order to be provided to the legislative body.

Comments received after that time and up to the beginning of the meeting will be added
to the agenda and made part of the record.

CALL TO ORDER AND ROLL CALL

PUBLIC APPEARANCES
Members of the Public are invited to speak on any item that does not appear on the Agenda and that is within the
subject matter jurisdiction of the City Council. The exception is a Closed Session agenda, where speakers may
address the Council on those items before the Closed Session begins. Speakers are usually given three (3) minutes
to speak on any item; the time limit is in the discretion of the Chair of the meeting and may be limited when
appropriate. Applicants and appellants in land use matters are usually given more time to speak. If an individual
wishes to submit written information, he or she may give it to the City Clerk. Speakers and any other members of the
public will not approach the dais at any time without prior consent from the Chair of the meeting.

ORDERS OF BUSINESS
Orders of Business are agenda items that require City Council, Board or Commission discussion, debate, direction
to staff, and/or action.

1. Receive a presentation on the rates charged by the City’s franchised hauler,
GreenWaste Recovery, for the collection of solid waste, recycling and organics,
effective July 1, 2020, and continue the item until the June 2, 2020 City Council



Meeting

This agenda was posted at City Hall, Monte Verde Street between Ocean Avenue and 7th Avenue, Harrison Memorial
Library, NE corner of Ocean Avenue and Lincoln Street, and the Carmel-by-the-Sea Post Office, 5th Avenue between
Dolores Street and San Carlos Street, and the City's webpage http://www.ci.carmel.ca.us/carmel/ on in accordance
with the applicable legal requirements. 

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL RECEIVED AFTER THE POSTING OF THE AGENDA
Any supplemental writings or documents distributed to a majority of the City Council regarding any item on this agenda, received
after the posting of the agenda will be available for public review at City Hall located on Monte Verde Street between Ocean and
Seventh Avenues during regular business hours. 

SPECIAL NOTICES TO PUBLIC
In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, if you need special assistance to participate in this meeting, please contact
the City Clerk's Office at 831-620-2000 at least 48 hours prior to the meeting to ensure that reasonable arrangements can be
made to provide accessibility to the meeting (28CFR 35.102-35.104 ADA Title II).

CLOSED SESSION

A. Conference with Legal Counsel – Anticipated Litigation. Initiation of litigation pursuant
to paragraph (4) of subdivision (d) of Government Code Section 54956.9: (two cases)

ADJOURNMENT

2.

http://http//www.ci.carmel.ca.us/carmel/


CITY OF CARMEL-BY-THE-SEA
CITY COUNCIL

Staff Report 

June  1, 2020
ORDERS OF BUSINESS

TO: Honorable Mayor and City Council Members 

SUBMITTED BY: Agnes Martelet, Manager, Environmental Compliance

APPROVED BY: Chip Rerig, City Administrator

SUBJECT:

Receive a presentation on the rates charged by the City’s franchised hauler,
GreenWaste Recovery, for the collection of solid waste, recycling and organics,
effective July 1, 2020, and continue the item until the June 2, 2020 City Council
Meeting
 

RECOMMENDATION:
Receive a presentation on the rates charged by the City’s franchised hauler, GreenWaste Recovery, for the
collection of solid waste, recycling and organics, effective July 1, 2020, and continue the item until the June 2,
2020 City Council Meeting.

BACKGROUND/SUMMARY:
On June 17, 2014, Council approved a Franchise Agreement with GreenWaste Recovery (GWR) for the
collection of solid waste, recycling and organics, subsequent to a competitive Request for Proposals selection
process.  The Franchise Agreement became effective on July 1, 2015 with a 15-year term ending June 30, 2030,
and stipulates that rates shall be adjusted annually using either an index-based prescribed formula or a cost-
based procedure.
 
In January 2019, the Monterey Peninsula municipalities requested a cost-based rate adjustment, which
triggered a rigorous, region-wide process. The analysis phase of the cost-based rate adjustment extended
over a year and was completed in the spring of 2020. As a result, no rate adjustment occurred on July 1,
2019, and it is instead scheduled for July 1, 2020. In addition to the deferred 2019 cost-based rate
adjustment, the City is now also subject to the 2020 prescribed formula rate adjustment, also effective July
1, 2020.
 
Cost-based Rate Adjustment
The purpose of the cost-based rate adjustment is to “true up” service fees to the actual level of service
provided. The cost-based rate adjustment involved the review of GWR’s actual cost of operations during
Fiscal Year 2018-2019 (including staffing levels, routes, hours, customers and their service levels, etc.) by
third-party independent consultant HF&H to determine the “Total Contractor’s Compensation.” HF&H
Consultants has been providing independent franchise oversight support to the municipalities of the
Monterey Peninsula since the approval of the Franchise Agreement with GWR.



 
HF&H has a Professional Services Agreement with the City and GWR to conduct the cost-based rate
adjustment.  As part of the review process, HF&H determined allowable costs per the stipulations of the
Franchise Agreement between the City and GWR, as well as costs for services above and beyond those
identified in the Agreement. The difference between the allowable “Total Contractor’s Compensation” and
the gross receipts in the most recent calendar year (2018) was the rate adjustment factor. This calculated
rate adjustment factor was applied to the existing rates to determine the rate adjustment for Fiscal Year
2019-20.
 
The cost-based rate adjustment results in a 21.36% rate increase across all customers in the City for the
services provided per the Franchise Agreement. Additional services provided by GWR beyond the
stipulations of the Franchise Agreement, and their potential impact on the rate adjustment, are further
discussed below.
 
Index-based Prescribed Formula Rate Adjustment
The prescribed-formula rate adjustment involves (1) increasing the component of the rates for GWR labor
and other operational costs by the Consumer Price Index (CPI), Employment Cost Index (ECI), and Fuel
Index, and (2) adjusting the processing and disposal fees by the Monterey Regional Waste Management
District (MRWMD) at their facility in Marina by their actual changes. 
 
The prescribed-formula rate adjustment results in an additional 6.67% rate increase for the services
provided per our Franchise Agreement for Fiscal Year 2019-20. This 6.67% rate increase includes the
following fee increases from the MRWMD: (1) a 5% tipping fee increase and (2) a new $40/ton fee for
recyclables processing due to significant reductions in recyclable material value.
 
Combined Rate Adjustment
Due to compounding effects of the cost-based rate adjustment and the prescribed-formula rate adjustment,
the total adjustment from current rates is a 29.46% increase. The proposed rates for all sectors are
included in Attachment 1. For residential services, the new rates as of July 1, 2020 would be:
 

Service Level Current Monthly
Cost

New Monthly Cost

20-gallon $29.32 $37.96
32-gallon $32.58 $42.18
64-gallon $51.50 $66.67
96-gallon $65.29 $84.52

 
 
Supplemental Services not included in the Franchise Agreement
In addition to the rate increases based on the services prescribed in the Franchise Agreement, GWR has
provided additional services and accommodations, as requested by the City, which were not included in the
Franchise Agreement. These services are listed below and further described in a memo provided by
GWR, included as Attachment 2:

·         Additional regulatory reporting in support of all Peninsula cities beyond the stipulations of the
Franchise Agreement;
·         Shortened downtown waste collection time from eight to three hours to minimize impact on
traffic and business;
·         Delayed collection start time from 4:00 or 6:00 am to 7:00 am in downtown areas to minimize
impacts on businesses and hotels.

 



If the City decides to maintain these supplemental services, the cost-based rate adjustment increases from
21.36% up to 33.67%, and the cumulative rate increase, including the prescribed-formula rate adjustment,
amounts to 42.09% (see Attachment 3). For residential services, the new rates as of July 1, 2020 would be:
 

Service Level Current Monthly
Cost

New Monthly Cost

20-gallon $29.32 $41.66
32-gallon $32.58 $46.29
64-gallon $51.50 $73.18
96-gallon $65.29 $92.77

 
Rate Approval Options
The Franchise Agreement requires that the City Council make a good faith effort to approve annual rate
adjustments. Due to the lengthy cost-based rate adjustment process in FY 2018-19, which extended well
into FY2019-20, no rate adjustment occurred in July 2019. As a result, this rate adjustment includes both
cost-based rate adjustment and formula-based rate adjustments.
 
In April 2020, due to operational constraints from the County of Monterey’s Shelter-in-Place Order, the City
sent a letter to GreenWaste Recovery requesting additional time to review and approve the rate adjustment
(Attachment 4). In May 2020, GreenWaste Recovery sent a letter response to the City (Attachment 5)
recommending the approval of the rate adjustment for services stipulated in the Franchise Agreement, with
the option to deny, approve, or defer the decision on supplemental services not included in the Franchise
Agreement.
 
Council has the option to approve or disagree with the rate calculations. City staff, in tandem with the
MRWMD staff and HF&H Consultants, finds the rate calculation to be accurate and consistent with the
Agreement.
 
Council also has the following approval options:
Option 1:  Council may approve the new rates based on the basic services stipulated in the Franchise
Agreement, plus the supplemental services. 

 
Option 2:  Council may approve the new rates based on the basic services stipulated in the Franchise
Agreement and deny the supplemental services. 
 
Option 3:  Council may approve the new rates based on the basic services stipulated in the Franchise
Agreement and defer their decision on supplemental services. As the shelter-in-place order is lifted and the
economy begins to recover, a workshop could be held to review potential modifications to the Franchise
Agreement to meet local needs. 

FISCAL IMPACT:
The rate sheet for new waste service rates based on the basic services stipulated in the Franchise Agreement is
included in Attachment 1. For context, the table below shows current rates, new rates (without supplemental
services), and monthly rate increase for a residential customer:
 

Service
Level

Current
Monthly

Cost

Franchise only services Franchise + supplemental
services

July 2020
Monthly

Cost

Monthly
Cost

Increase

July 2020
Monthly Cost

Monthly Cost
Increase



20-gallon $29.32 $37.96 + $8.64 $41.66 +$12.34
32-gallon $32.58 $42.18 + $9.60 $46.29 +$13.71
64-gallon $51.50 $66.67 + $15.17 $73.18 +$21.68
96-gallon $65.29 $84.52 + $19.23 $92.77 +$27.48

 
The City collects a Franchise Fee of 13% of gross receipts from GWR. The Franchise Fee helps cover
staffing costs and expenses associated with contract management, coordination with GWR, MRWMD and
regional partners, customer support, compliance with State regulatory requirements, public outreach, etc.
The Franchise Fee collected in Fiscal Year 2018-19 was $329,939.

PRIOR CITY COUNCIL ACTION:
On June 17, 2014, Council approved a Franchise Agreement with GWR for the collection of solid waste,
recycling and organics.
 
On June 5, 2018, Council approved a prescribed-formula-rate adjustment of 2.1% for the collection of solid
waste, recycling and organics.
 

ATTACHMENTS:

Attachment 1 - Rate Sheet for Collection Services per the Franchise Agreement (no supplemental
services)
Attachment 2 - Additional Services beyond the Franchise Agreement, memo dated May 15, 2020
Attachment 3 - Rate Sheet for Collection Services including Supplemental Services
Attachment 4 - City of Carmel-by-the-Sea Letter to GWR, dated April 9, 2020
Attachment 5 - GWR Letter to City of Carmel-by-the-Sea, dated May 7, 2020



Exhibit G-3 Rates Effective July 1, 2020

Service Level
20 Gal Back/Side
32 Gal Back/Side
64 Gal Back/Side
96 Gal Back/Side
Notes:

See Exhibit B1 for specific service availability

Service Level 1x/week 2x/week 3x/week 4x/week 5x/week 6x/week
32-Gallon Cart $42.48 $84.99 $107.76 $131.01 $154.11 $207.92
64-Gallon Cart $81.82 $133.17 $184.72 $236.30 $348.39 $442.37
96-Gallon Cart $100.92 $189.79 $281.71 $355.20 $456.12 $578.88
1-Cubic Yard Bin $233.02 $438.27 $599.74 $753.88 $908.04 $1,154.34
2-Cubic Yard Bin $342.41 $684.32 $1,026.76 $1,370.58 $1,614.48 $1,718.68
3-Cubic Yard Bin $484.81 $855.41 $1,197.61 $1,482.25 $1,711.22 $2,053.13
4-Cubic Yard Bin $645.03 $1,061.53 $1,711.07 $2,132.04 $2,321.03 $2,510.03
2-Cubic Yard Compactor $374.57 $748.63 $1,123.21 n/a n/a n/a
3-Cubic Yard Compactor $533.03 $951.87 $1,342.30 n/a n/a n/a
4-Cubic Yard Compactor $709.32 $1,190.13 $1,903.98 n/a n/a n/a

Service Level 1x/week 2x/week 3x/week 4x/week 5x/week 6x/week
64-Gallon Cart $12.27 $19.97 $27.71 $35.44 $52.26 $66.36
96-Gallon Cart $15.14 $28.47 $42.26 $53.28 $68.42 $86.83
1-Cubic Yard Bin $34.96 $65.74 $89.96 $113.08 $136.20 $173.15
2-Cubic Yard Bin $51.36 $102.64 $154.02 $205.59 $242.18 $257.81
3-Cubic Yard Bin $72.73 $128.31 $179.65 $222.34 $256.69 $307.97
2-Cubic Yard Compactor $13.88 $27.68 $41.57 n/a n/a n/a
3-Cubic Yard Compactor $16.50 $15.87 $10.97 n/a n/a n/a
4-Cubic Yard Compactor n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Service Level 1x/week 2x/week 3x/week 4x/week 5x/week 6x/week
64-Gallon Cart $61.36 $99.87 $138.55 $177.23 $261.29 $331.78
96-Gallon Cart $75.69 $142.34 $211.29 $266.41 $342.10 $434.16
1-Cubic Yard Bin $174.76 $328.70 $449.81 $565.41 $681.04 $865.76
2-Cubic Yard Bin $256.81 $513.24 $770.08 $1,027.93 $1,210.87 $1,289.00

Solid Waste
$37.96
$42.18
$66.67

Included
Included
Included
Included

Recycling
Included
Included
Included
Included

Note: All rates are monthly unless stated otherwise.

Commercial/Multi-Family Solid Waste Collection Rates
Frequency

Frequency

Residential Solid Waste Collection Rates

Commercial/Multi-Family Recycling Collection Rates

$84.52

Commercial/Multi-Family Food Waste Collection Rates
Frequency

Organics

Attachment 1



Exhibit G-3 Rates Effective July 1, 2020

Service Level 1x/week 2x/week 3x/week 4x/week 5x/week 6x/week
64-Gallon Cart $61.36 $99.87 $138.55 $177.23 $261.29 $331.78
96-Gallon Cart $75.69 $142.34 $211.29 $266.41 $342.10 $434.16
1-Cubic Yard Bin $174.76 $328.70 $449.81 $565.41 $681.04 $865.76
2-Cubic Yard Bin $256.81 $513.24 $770.08 $1,027.93 $1,210.87 $1,289.00
3-Cubic Yard Bin $363.61 $641.55 $898.20 $1,111.69 $1,283.41 $1,539.85

Service Level MSW REC YT C&D
10 YD $596.53 $596.53 $596.53 $596.53
20 YD $655.79 $655.79 $655.79 $655.79
30 YD $814.88 $814.88 $814.88 $814.88
40 YD $973.97 $973.97 $973.97 $973.97
Per Ton $74.83 $45.98 $48.28 $66.24

Service Sector Charge Per Event*
Cart Rental - All Sizes RES
Cart Replacement RES
Re-Delivery or Re-Start RES
Cart Cleaning RES
Non-Scheduled Collection RES
Cardboard Sticker COM
Difficult to Service Cart COM
Difficult to Service Bin COM
Locking Bin COM
Cart Replacement COM
Cart Cleaning COM
Bin Swap- Cleaning or Repainting COM
Bulky - Recyclable RES/COM
Bulky - Non Recyclable RES/COM
Bulky - Event RES/MFD
Covered Box RO
Driver Time per Hour RO
Dry Run or Relocation RO
Extra Days RO
*Note: Application of fees shall be as described in Franchise Agreement

$100.96
$33.66

$100.96
$26.92
$33.66
$40.38

$100.96

$4.04
$67.30
$80.76
$33.66

$148.06

$33.66
$33.66
$25.58
$12.51
$1.35

$80.76

Additional Service Rates

$4.04

Commercial/Multi-Family Yard Trimmings Collection Rates
Frequency

Roll-Off Collection Rates (Per Pull)
Material

Attachment 1



IMPACT OF NOT APPROVING THE DISCRETIONARY RATE INCREASE  
 

INDIRECT LABOR PROVIDED TO ALL SEVEN (7) PENINSULA CITIES 
 

Additional Reporting: GreenWaste has been funding a 0.9FTE for all seven of the Participating 
Agencies to provide additional reporting and reporting support to each Agency, the MRWMD and 
the State on behalf of the Agencies and the MRWMD. This service has been provided to the City of 
Carmel-by-the-Sea by GreenWaste since 2015 without cost-recovery to GreenWaste.  

If the City’s portion of the 0.9FTE: 
 Is Approved, then all historical reporting services will continue to be provided to and on 

behalf of the City and GreenWaste has agreed they will not come back to the City with a 
Change in Law request regarding SB1383 compliance reporting.  

 Is NOT approved, then GreenWaste will no longer be able to provide the additional reporting 
beyond that required by the Franchise Agreement and GreenWaste will likely come back to 
the City with a Change in Law request regarding SB1383 compliance reporting.  

 

CalRecycle Curbside Supplemental Payment: The Franchise Agreement is ambiguous on whether 
GreenWaste is prohibited from retaining these entitlement payments that are only available to 
haulers. There is no mechanism outlined in the Franchise Agreement for GreenWaste to remit these 
payments, where there are such mechanisms for remittance of other payments.  

If the City’s portion of the 0.9FTE: 
 Is Approved, then GreenWaste has agreed to remit the Curbside Supplemental Payment 

back to the City that would be based on the total tons of Recyclable Materials collected in 
the City. 

 Is NOT approved, then GreenWaste will not remit the Curbside Supplemental Payment to 
the City. 

 

DIRECT LABOR PROVIDED TO CARMEL-BY-THE-SEA ONLY 

 

Collection Duration Shortened from Eight (8) Hours to Approximately Three (3) Hours: 
GreenWaste uses three (3) trucks to service the commercial sector; one (1) truck each for garbage, 
recyclables and food waste, and many customers get service multiple times per week. GreenWaste’s 
proposal included one (1) driver for each of these trucks for a total of three (3) drivers. This level of 
staffing and vehicles is sufficient to provide the services required under the Franchise Agreement 
within the permitted collection hours. However, with single-driver vehicles, the driver dismounts the 
truck and leaves it unattended, blocking the road and impacting the movement of both passenger 
vehicles and delivery trucks and blocking occupied/un-occupied parking spaces. This reduces 
operational efficiencies and requires collection services in the City last the entire shift (from 7:00am - 
3:00pm). When using single-driver trucks, the driver can either: 

Attachment 2



 Park (or double-park) in once place on the block, dismount the vehicle once (leaving the 
truck unattended) and retrieve up to 2-carts at a time and bring them back to the truck for 
service, then return those carts and retrieve the next set of carts bringing those back to the 
truck for service then returning them until all the carts and cardboard on that block are 
serviced, OR 

 Park (or double-park) in multiple places throughout the block dismounting, retrieving, 
servicing and returning carts and collecting cardboard, then moving the truck a short distance 
to do it all again. 

However, in response to the City’s needs, GreenWaste ended up hiring two (2) additional 
drivers/helpers so the garbage and recycling trucks each had both a driver and a helper for a total of 
five (5) commercial drivers versus the three (3) that were budgeted. This allowed the drivers to 
remain in the vehicle while the helper retrieved carts and collected cardboard. This significantly 
reduced the duration of time required to service businesses, shortening the collection window from 
approximately eight (8) hours for each commodity (garbage and recycling) to approximately two (2) 
to three (3) hours. This, combined with the delayed start time from above, allowed GreenWaste to 
start and complete routes from approximately 7:00am to approximately 10:00am under normal 
circumstances. GreenWaste has funded these additional two (2) positions* since 2015 without cost-
recovery to GreenWaste. 

If the cost of the additional 1.75 FTEs dedicated to the City: 
 Is approved, then GreenWaste will operate business as usual.   

 Is NOT approved, then 1.75 FTEs will be eliminated, and the garbage and recycling trucks 
will go back to being 1-driver vehicles. This will result in each driver dismounting and 
leaving the collection vehicle unattended and shuttling carts back and forth between the 
businesses and collecting cardboard. The resulting inefficiencies will mean the garbage and 
recycling trucks will be servicing commercial customers for up to eight (8) hours and rather 
than approximately three (3) hours, which will result in significant disruptions to the 
businesses, patrons and visitors: 

 Roads being blocked by the collection vehicles parking or being double-parked while 
the vehicle remains unattended 

 Impairment of traffic movement by passenger vehicles and delivery trucks, and 

 Occupied and un-occupied parking spaces being blocked, and 

 Carts that are set-out for collection on the sidewalks and curbside and piles of 
cardboard being left out until mid-afternoon (and many carts are serviced multiple 
times per week), and 

 Carts that are retrieved from businesses that are not paying “difficult-to-service” 
charges being shuttled from businesses and on sidewalks until mid-afternoon. 

Delayed Collection Start Time: GreenWaste is permitted to begin collection at 4:00am to 
commercial businesses that are further than 200’ away from residential properties and residential 
collection services may begin at 6:00am. In response to requests from the City, businesses, and 
hotels, and residents, GreenWaste delayed our start time for all services until 7:00am as to minimize 
noise and disruption to a heavily hospitality-centric area. The delayed start time also permitted 
businesses to set out their carts when employees arrive in the morning versus the night before, 
improving the aesthetics by minimizing the duration that unsightly carts and cardboard are on the 
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sidewalks and/or curbside blocking parking spaces. GreenWaste has delayed the start-time of 
servicing the City since 2015 without cost-recovery to GreenWaste. 

If the cost of the additional 1.75 FTEs dedicated to the City: 

 Is approved, then GreenWaste will operate business as usual.   

 Is NOT approved, then GreenWaste will need to begin collection services at or before 
6:00am in order to ensure collection can be completed within a single-shift by the garbage 
and recycle drivers operating without helpers.  

o In order to complete this work in a single shift, GreenWaste will need to take 
advantage of lighter traffic patterns and maximize the “off-route” time the truck is 
traveling to/from Marina:  

o Traveling from the operations yard in Marina where they begin their shift to 
the City, 

o Traveling from the City to Marina once the first load is full,  
o Returning to the City from Marina 
o Returning back to Marina to tip the second load and park the truck when the 

shift is complete 
o Business owners will no longer be able to put their carts out the morning of 

collection but instead will need to ensure their carts are placed out the night before so 
they are ready for collection when our trucks arrive. This could be especially 
troublesome as many businesses receive collection services multiple times per week. 

 

*While the work requires two (2) full-time positions, the City is only being asked to consider funding 
1.75FTEs (versus 2.0 FTEs) because GreenWaste was more efficient in other aspects of the 
operation such that 0.25 FTE is already included in the rates.   

Attachment 2



Exhibit G-3 Rates Effective July 1, 2020

Service Level

20 Gal Back/Side

32 Gal Back/Side

64 Gal Back/Side

96 Gal Back/Side

Notes:

See Exhibit B1 for specific service availability

Service Level 1x/week 2x/week 3x/week 4x/week 5x/week 6x/week

32-Gallon Cart $46.63 $93.28 $118.28 $143.79 $169.15 $228.21

64-Gallon Cart $89.80 $146.16 $202.75 $259.36 $382.38 $485.54

96-Gallon Cart $110.77 $208.31 $309.20 $389.86 $500.63 $635.37

1-Cubic Yard Bin $255.76 $481.04 $658.27 $827.45 $996.66 $1,266.99

2-Cubic Yard Bin $375.83 $751.11 $1,126.96 $1,504.34 $1,772.04 $1,886.40

3-Cubic Yard Bin $532.13 $938.88 $1,314.48 $1,626.90 $1,878.22 $2,253.50

4-Cubic Yard Bin $707.98 $1,165.13 $1,878.06 $2,340.11 $2,547.54 $2,754.98

2-Cubic Yard Compactor $411.12 $821.69 $1,232.82 n/a n/a n/a

3-Cubic Yard Compactor $585.05 $1,044.76 $1,473.29 n/a n/a n/a

4-Cubic Yard Compactor $778.54 $1,306.28 $2,089.79 n/a n/a n/a

Service Level 1x/week 2x/week 3x/week 4x/week 5x/week 6x/week

64-Gallon Cart $13.47 $21.92 $30.41 $38.90 $57.36 $72.84

96-Gallon Cart $16.62 $31.25 $46.38 $58.48 $75.10 $95.30

1-Cubic Yard Bin $38.37 $72.16 $98.74 $124.11 $149.50 $190.04

2-Cubic Yard Bin $56.37 $112.66 $169.05 $225.65 $265.81 $282.97

3-Cubic Yard Bin $79.82 $140.83 $197.18 $244.03 $281.74 $338.02

2-Cubic Yard Compactor $15.23 $30.38 $45.63 n/a n/a n/a

3-Cubic Yard Compactor $18.11 $17.41 $12.04 n/a n/a n/a

4-Cubic Yard Compactor n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Service Level 1x/week 2x/week 3x/week 4x/week 5x/week 6x/week

64-Gallon Cart $67.35 $109.61 $152.07 $194.52 $286.79 $364.16

96-Gallon Cart $83.07 $156.23 $231.91 $292.41 $375.48 $476.53

1-Cubic Yard Bin $191.82 $360.78 $493.70 $620.59 $747.50 $950.25

2-Cubic Yard Bin $281.87 $563.33 $845.23 $1,128.25 $1,329.04 $1,414.80

Solid Waste

$41.66

$46.29

$73.18

Included

Included

Included

Included

Recycling

Included

Included

Included

Included

Note: All rates are monthly unless stated otherwise.

Commercial/Multi-Family Solid Waste Collection Rates
Frequency

Frequency

Residential Solid Waste Collection Rates

Commercial/Multi-Family Recycling Collection Rates

$92.77

Commercial/Multi-Family Food Waste Collection Rates
Frequency

Organics

Attachment 3



Exhibit G-3 Rates Effective July 1, 2020

Service Level 1x/week 2x/week 3x/week 4x/week 5x/week 6x/week

64-Gallon Cart $67.35 $109.61 $152.07 $194.52 $286.79 $364.16

96-Gallon Cart $83.07 $156.23 $231.91 $292.41 $375.48 $476.53

1-Cubic Yard Bin $191.82 $360.78 $493.70 $620.59 $747.50 $950.25

2-Cubic Yard Bin $281.87 $563.33 $845.23 $1,128.25 $1,329.04 $1,414.80

3-Cubic Yard Bin $399.09 $704.16 $985.86 $1,220.17 $1,408.66 $1,690.12

Service Level MSW REC YT C&D

10 YD $654.75 $654.75 $654.75 $654.75

20 YD $719.79 $719.79 $719.79 $719.79

30 YD $894.40 $894.40 $894.40 $894.40

40 YD $1,069.02 $1,069.02 $1,069.02 $1,069.02

Per Ton $74.83 $45.98 $48.28 $66.24

Service Sector Charge Per Event*

Cart Rental - All Sizes RES

Cart Replacement RES

Re-Delivery or Re-Start RES

Cart Cleaning RES

Non-Scheduled Collection RES

Cardboard Sticker COM

Difficult to Service Cart COM

Difficult to Service Bin COM

Locking Bin COM

Cart Replacement COM

Cart Cleaning COM

Bin Swap- Cleaning or Repainting COM

Bulky - Recyclable RES/COM

Bulky - Non Recyclable RES/COM

Bulky - Event RES/MFD

Covered Box RO

Driver Time per Hour RO

Dry Run or Relocation RO

Extra Days RO

*Note: Application of fees shall be as described in Franchise Agreement

$110.81

$36.94

$110.81

$29.54

$36.94

$44.32

$110.81

$4.43

$73.87

$88.65

$36.94

$162.51

$36.94

$36.94

$28.08

$13.73

$1.48

$88.65

Additional Service Rates

$4.43

Commercial/Multi-Family Yard Trimmings Collection Rates
Frequency

Roll-Off Collection Rates (Per Pull)
Material
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greenwaste 
a brighter shade of green 

May 7, 2020 
Chip Rerig, City Administrator 
City of Carmel-by-the-Sea 
Post Office Box CC 
Carmel-by-the-Sea, CA 93921 

Subject: Cost-Based and Annual Rate Adjustments and Provision of Services Beginning July 1, 2020 

Dear Mr. Rerig, 

We are in receipt of your letter dated April 9, 2020 and agree we are in unprecedented times. Our partnership 
with the City of Carmel-by-the-Sea is incredibly important to us- so too is our ability to provide uninterrupted 
services. We understand your concerns with regard to the collective workload of the City responding to 
COVID-19 issues to protect the community and City employees as well as the steep budget cuts facing the City. 
We sincerely hope you can similarly appreciate the challenges we face as well; we are entirely reliant on 
ratepayer revenue in order to provide services under the Franchise Agreement. 

Green Waste is an Essential Business providing Essential Services to protect the human health and safety of 
your community. Most of our employees do not have the luxury of working from home and they are out on the 
front lines touching every container of waste generated in the City. We have been incredibly vigilant outfitting 
our employees in proper Personal Protective Equipment, maintaining social distancing, and in many cases 

exceeding both required and recommended protocols to ensure their safety. Our fixed costs have not decreased, 
and our variable costs will only temporarily decrease as a result of reduced tonnages, a savings that will actually 
be offset by the tip fee increases at the Monterey Regional Waste Management District (MRWMD) and the new 
charges for processing recyclable materials. The net result is that our costs have and will continue to increase, 
while our revenues will drastically decline and remain suppressed until the economy fully recovers. 

When we first received your letter, we remained hopeful that we could find a creative solution and sought out 
data to assess how and to what extent we could minimize the impact to ratepayers while still sustaining our 
operation. At that time, we had only been under Shelter-in-Place for approximately two (2) weeks and did not 
yet know the full extent of the potential impact. Pulling billing data in April did not reveal the full extent of the 

impact as the commercial sector is billed in arrears and the residential sector is billed quarterly in advance. 
Instead, we sought to dive deep into week over week tonnage data that is the proverbial "canary in the coal 
mine." Using the 12-month period ending December 31, 2019, weighted for the revenue-generating aspect by 
material type, we predict the result of COVID-19 will be on the order of a 27% drop in revenue as follows: 

Total Revenue Actual 12- Projected Anticipated Projected 
by Line of Month Rate % Revenue Revenue Post 

Description Business Revenue Change Loss COVID-19 

Residential 44.04% $ 944,208 -11.72% $ (110,66 I) $ 833,546 

Commercial 39.69% $ 850,962 -42.84% $(364,552) $ 486,410 

Debris Box 3.27% $ 70,101 -35.76% $ (25,068) $ 45,033 

Franchise Fee 13.00% $ 278,718 -26.82% $ (74,755) $ 203,963 

Totals 100.00% $ 2,143,988 -26.82% $ (575,036) $1,568,952 

*The City could consider utilizing the Franchise Fee to minimize the impact of the rate increase.

GreenWaste Recovery, Inc.• 1500 Berger St., San Jose, CA 95112 • Main (408) 283-4804 • Fax (408) 287-3108 • Toll Free (800) 944-4388 
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6/1/2020 Carmel-by-the-Sea Mail - Comments to the City Council

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=ec990e2fdf&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1668281707432392561%7Cmsg-f%3A16682817074323… 1/2

Britt Avrit <bavrit@ci.carmel.ca.us>

Comments to the City Council
1 message

Julie Dormandy <horselaugh@comcast.net> Mon, Jun 1, 2020 at 12:43 AM
Reply-To: Julie Dormandy <horselaugh@comcast.net>
To: email your comments to the city clerk <cityclerk@ci.carmel.ca.us>

Dear Sir/Madam:

I would like to offer comments as regards to the proposed rate increases from Greenwaste
Management.

I would ask the City Council be advocates for the payers of these rates.  Not all services and work
merit annual rate increases; not everyone gets a raise each year simply for showing up.  The rate
proposal is egregious during the best of times; it is exploitative at a time when ratepayers have
endured economic difficulties beyond their control to manage.  Further, it is profoundly irritating that
the City entered into a contract with a service provider that 'refunds' or 'kicksback' money to the
City as a result of giving that service provider the exclusive privilege of working in our community --
- at considerable expense to the individual residence.  We've no other options, yet it seems the
City exclusively looks only at a "contract" (shudder at the thought of renegotiating!) or how much
money the City doesn't have this year (we're all on budgets) --- where is the advocacy for those of
us actually paying the bills??

We are 'second-homeowners' in Carmel, a status viewed unkindly by some --- yet the City should
be delighted with our presence.  We pay full property taxes, but use relatively few services and
only on occasion.  We bring in guests and attend events routinely in the area -- paying full
occupancy taxes, restaurant fees, and local sales taxes.  But again, our 'wear-and-tear' on the City
at large is minimal since we may occupy only a weekend or two out of the month.  Case in point is
the garbage service --- we use it only when we are in residence at the house.  The rest of the time,
there is nothing to empty from our cans.  Nothing to recycle,  Nothing to landfill.  Nothing, in other
words, for this service provider to do for our particular household.  Yet we pay as though we are
present on a daily basis.  We are not unwilling to do so, but there is a line of resentment when one
feels being taken advantage of, as these proposed rates certainly do under the guise that they
didn't get a raise last year.  Gosh.  How unfortunate.  Welcome to the real world outside of
government contracts.

What is the percentage of second-homeowners in Carmel by the Sea?  It's relatively high isn't it? 
Do all these houses fill all their trash cans every week and receive the service for which they pay? 
I can discard a few soda cans in our recycle can when I leave our Carmel house, and come back a
month later.  Guess what?!  They're still there!  They haven't emptied the cans --- too much trouble
I guess for our contracted service providers to walk the 15 feet down the driveway to collect the
bins and empty them.  

The rate increases, no matter how derived or how the contracts read, are wrong and excessive. 
They are not warranted for the level of service provided to the individual residence.  Please fulfill
your promises to each of us subject to your decision-making process and advocate for a
reasonable cost of service.  Don't use a third-party consultant to blame for why rates 'have to be'
reflected at a particular value.  Compare prices yourselves.  Figure out what other communities are
paying.  There's lots of unique communities out there, just like Carmel --- then determine if the
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requested rates are reflective of other community standards.  We simply can't be forced to accept
rates in a vacuum.  

Thank you.

Julie Dormandy
PO Box 4184, Carmel by the Sea
925/915-1681
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